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Dear Chris, 
First, a very merry Christmas to you and yours. We now have visiting two daughters and 
four grandaughters, all of whom live in Johannesburg. Between the resident Boston family 
population (one son, one daughter, +spouses+ three children) we sit down to dinner this 
holiday with sixteen people. That does seem rather much. But it is enormous fun; we don't 
get to see the African contingent above twice a year, and then mainly in summer by 
individual families (for sailing, of course), so having them all together is a lovely treat. 
We sent you yest,?rday by OHL the redraft of the Local Government paper; no substantive 
changes, but at least i:: does ,;~•t look quite so slap-dash as the first draft. (Ann thought 
we were crazy to do the redraft, since we made no substantive changes -- or very few; but at 
least I am more satisfied with it now). Do give us your comments when you have a chance. 
We cannot remember whether we sent you our cvs earlier, or told you about what we do; 
so if this repeats what you already know, skip to the farewell. We -- that is, Ann and Bob --
co-direct the Boston University Programme for Legislative Drafting for Democratic Spocial 
Change. This last semester we had thirteen Sri Lanka officials and drafters here, from Sri 
Lankan provincial governments and four drafters from the central drafting office. 
Basically, we teach legislative drafting, but teach it in a somewhat broader sense than 
usual. Drafters are seemingly engaged with the form of the laws, and the myths that drafters 
create about themselves so affirms. In practice, drafters are equally heavily engaged in 
devising the detailed content the laws. We try to help drafters draft priority 
transformatory laws, and at the same time to build drafting capacity not only to draft laws 
in clear, readable, even elegant language, but also to develop the drafters' capacities to 
deal with the substantive problem of translating the usaully vague dictates of 'policy' into 
detailed legislative provisions with a high probability of bringing about the changes the 
legislation promises. 
We accomplish that in two ways. First, (usually following a mission to settle the 
project's details) we hold an in-country two- or three-week workshoip in these materials, 
helping draft priority laws and starting the process of building human drafting capacity. 
Second, we have had the porllvilege of working with Chinese, Lao, Mozambican and now Sri 
Lankan officials here at Goston University for a semester each. The attached Sri Lankan 
project document explains all this in some detail (in Corel WordPerfect for Windows 8). 
We would dearly love tc do a similar project in Eastern Europe. If you can find a 
place where we could be of assistance, we would be very happy indeed. Since Ann is all but 
retired,. and Bob is already emeritus, we are pretty footloose. 
In the meantime, cnce in, the best of good holidays to you. 
As ever, 
Ann and Bob Seidman 
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